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SUBJECT: OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR THE PERIOD JULY 19 TO SEPTEMBER 26, 1?86

TECHNICAL ITEMS

1. Waste Package--

a. Attachment A contains a list of recently completed repor-ts
concerning waste package design. I have requested copies of
these reports and will forward them upon receipt.

b. Westinghouse has reported rno significant effects of
irradiation on copper container materials in a four month tes.
BWIP continues to consider copper a viable alternative waste
package material. This was confirmed in a report recentTy
forwarded to DOE Hdqs. providing an evaluation of coppE-r rFor

waste package application.

c. Attachment B contains a list of activities beirw, Lonvuct~ Lv
PIJL for the EIWIP. Twelve of these items (the L2 catEcot-o
are related to waste package design. Most of these task.s zre
continuing with no impact from the stop work order DOE ppl-edito
RHO. This apparent dichotomy of actions on DOE's nart. fnov
indicate that DOE does not consider that the waste packagz- -worl:
constitutes site characterization and/or the R&D a.socic.ted wiith

*the waste package is not subject to the QA program and/r- t h e

activities were started prior to Hanford being desionatori fr-
*site characterization and, thus, can be continued in tihe *:-.bser.': e

of a site characterization plan. I believe a similar 5itullt io'a

exists with respect to waste package- test-inq at Westinghout:.

d. An Appendix 7 review of aspeicts of the w-aste pcka9E?
activities wahs attempted during the sublect. pE-riod. Attan--l- t E
contLains the items which this offic. idernitified to DOE. -cr rexe.-
purpoO!!;e sl Thee actual review was only pat-tiAlly'.C~I-:'L.
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because of the lack of cooperation on DOE/RL part to make
contractor personnel and various partially completed records,
including parts of the SCP plans, available.

Comments below in item 2b concerning an analogous visit in the
rock mechanics/repository design area reflect the DOE
recalcitrance as to interaction with NRC Staff and the
significance of this position.

2. Repository Engineering--

a. Additional evaluation of the structural integrity of the
exploratory liner design is being conducted after an assessment
by the repository design group indicated a high stress could
result in the liner as a result of inadequate fitup of the
external stiffener rings currently installed on the liner.

The design problem does not appear to affect public health and
safety, however, constructability is a concern. The failure of
the liner is associated with consideration of buckling
deformation during installation and grouting.

Attachment C summarizes the steps RHO is planning to resolve the
problem.

b. During the period two NRC staff members and a rock mechanics
contractor representative were assigned to this office to review
various aspects of repository design. The areas of interest are
outlined in Attachment D. The review was marginally useful since
DOE and RHO would not permit review of several key records
requested by Attachment D. In addition, interactions for review
purposes with cognizant RHO personnel was not facilitated by DOE
or RHO.

I stated to DOE (Mecca Olson and Anttohen) that I considered
DOE's refusal to allow review of the records, some of which were
not formally issued by DOE, was inconsistent with Appendix 7 of
the DOE/NRC Site Specific Agreement. DOE (Mecca and Olson)
indicated that they do not consider that the provisions apply to
the personnel assigned to this office on an itinerant basis and
that the Yakima Indian Nation (YIN) had indicated a desire to
observe any "Appendix 7 visits" by NRC personnel.

The action on DOE's part to inhibit the free interaction and
review of DOE activities by NRC personnel is inconsistent with
the conditions NRC noted were necessary to expeditiously prepare
and accomplish licensing activities, including evaluation of the
SCP, in NRC letters, Palladino to Rusche of October 24, 1985 and
Martin to Coffman of May 12, 1982 (Attachment I). In addition
DOE's refusal to provide a copy of the records for retention (for
example, the Engineering Study 10, which is the repository
conceptual design package prepared by KE/PB and reviewed only in
part by Staff) further hinders the Staff's ability to fully
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evaluate the information in this and other similar extensive
records.

The current recalcitrance on DOE/RL's part is not unlike that
referred to in the NRC (Martin) letter cited above and which,
except for brief periods of openness and cooperation since the
project began, is consistent with their normal modus operandi.

cl. During the subject period I visited the Lucky Friday
silver/zinc/lead mine in Mullen. Idaho. This mine has a history
of rock bursts associated with high in-situ stresses. It was
noted by the mine crew that operations had been shut down because
of the loss of lives associated with rock burst accidents in the
last year.

Geotechnical parameters which characterize the in-situ stress and
the rock quality--stress ratio and fractures per meter
respectively--may be more consistent with stability than the
similar parameters associated with the BWIP repository horizon.
(Stress ratio was about 2.1:1 and rock fractures averaged about 1
per foot.) Drift stability was a serious problem in the mining
operations and led to the current shutdown. It was evident in
many locations throughout the mine that actions to stabilize
drift and raise surfaces were unsuccessful when local tectonics
associated with stress redistribution as a result of mining
activities occurred. It was noted that the extent of the
tectonics was not restricted to the vicinity of the opening, but
could extend tens and possibly hundreds of meters from the
surface where rock bursts occurred. A monitoring network using
geophones was used by the mine crew to determine the location/
extent of the tectonics.

This phenomena of stress redistribution is not unlike the
phenomena reported to occur in deep mines in South Africa (see
Attachment F for discussion of these phenomena.) There, also,
the extent of the tectonics was considerably beyond the local
vicinity of the mined openings. There as in the Idaho mine the
stress redistribution is thought to be associated with local
geologic structures, including zones of weakness in the rock and
faults.

c2. Extensive evidence of spalling of a raise following reaming
operations was observed in the Lucky Friday mine. The spalling,
similar to the spalling observed in vertical bore holes in the
basalt, occurred as reaming operations progressed below the
reaming head, which was about 5 feet in diameter, and filled the
reamed raise with spalled rock. This spalled rock was thought to
be instrumental in prohibiting further spalling by providing
mechanical support at the surface. The surface was later
stabilized with shotcrete as the spalled rock was removed.

Spalling may be a problem in the boring of the exploratory shaft,
since it is not apparent that the drilling mud will provide the
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necessary mechanical loads to stabilize the surface during the
drilling operations. Significant spalling in the shaft above the
drill bit, weights and stabilizers may cause recovery of the
drill string to become a problem. In addition sealing the
spalled areas, if they are comparable to the spalling which
occurred in the Lucky Friday mine raises, may be impractical.
Future meetings among NRC and BWIP personnel should include
review of this.

d. During the Appendix 7 meeting noted above a discussion
occurred with a RHO engineer concerning the consideration of
repository opening stability and in particular the long term
stability of the holes planned for the waste packages. Since for
BWIP the waste packages are expected to provide for controlled
release required of the engineered system for the entire 10,000
year period specified in 10 CFR 60, hole stability is a necessary
consideration over the entire period as well, considering that
lithostatic loads, if imparted to the waste package, could
substantially alter its configuration and ability to perform as
intended. Of particular concern is the clay/basalt packing
material which may have no substantial mechanical integrity
relative to the lithostatic loads possible in the repository
environs.

Staff should assure that BWIP plans for repository design and
performance assessment call for development and utilization of
assessment techniques for ascertaining stability over the entire
period in which the waste packages, as well as other components
of the engineered system, are intended to function.

3. Geology--

a. During the period two NRC Staff members were assigned to this
office to review various geotechnical items regarding the
project. These review objectives were identified prior to their
arriving in a letter from this office to DOE/RL, Attachment J.
The requested access to records and personnel was not permitted
by DOE. DOE's stated reasons were similar to those noted above
in item 2b. One record which was provided is enclosed as
Attachment K. It describes a position regarding the hydrologic
barrier across the Cold Creek Syncline west of the RRL, current
in 1984. Review of the draft versions of geotechnical plans for
evaluating this feature in the SCP was not allowed.

Field trips were conducted during the Staff's time at the site
which resulted in better cognizance of the major geologic
structures in the area. Interactions with W. Kiel of the
Washington Public Power Supply System and C. Canard of the
Council of Resource Indian Tribes (CERT), representing the Nes
Perce and Umatilla Indian Tribes, were beneficial to the Staff.

Of particular interest was the review of faulting along Toppenish
Ridge aided by discussion and presentations by Mr. Kiel. The
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evidence seemed to indicate Holocene Faulting along the entire §4
mile extent of the ridge. In our wrap-up interview with DOE we
noted the significance of identifying fault capabilities in the
region and near the site to provide a basis for safety and
isolation evaluations of surface and subsurface facilities and
the geologic setting; and we noted that planning provided in the
SCP in this area was of interest to the Staff.

Also of interest was Mr. Canard's evaluation of the geophysical
data from the RSH-1 well on Rattlesnake Mountain and from the
Shell well on Saddle Mountain. Mr. Canard's evaluation of the
Rattlesnake Mountain data suggests that the gas fields of the
past on the east slope of the mountain are associated with coal
deposits observed in various zones in the RSH-1 well and that gas
may have migrated along the coal bearing zones to near the
surface where it was discovered. In addition he noted that the
dip meter readings from the well indicate large inclinations in
large portions of the hole, suggesting that the thickness of the
basalt flows, deduced from the mud logs and other geophysical
logs, warrants corrections to account for the dips observed.

b. In subsequent discussion with Mr. Canard following the
interactions noted above he noted Shells Saddle Mountain well
logs he has reviewed indicate that the dips for the sediments
under the basalts were consistently about 20 degrees to the
south, indicating a regional dip not associated with the folding
of the basalts. This observation implies that the tectonics of
the basalts are separate from the basement tectonics or are "thin
skin" tectonics as suggested in the past by some researchers. He
indicated that dip meter data for the basalts were not taken.

(The September, 1986 AAPG Bulletin, Volume 70/9, contains an
article describing various tectonic models, including imbricate
thrust models, that could closely match the structure of the
anticlines in the region around Hanford.)

I recommend that the Staff obtain the various logs available from
distributors of such information to supplement those I have
already provided and conduct its own assessment of the data.
Mr. Canard has indicated he would assist us in identifying the
available logged information.

4. Performance Assessment---

a. During the period I reviewed the conforming amendments to 10
CFR 60 which were published for public review and comment. My
comments were forwarded to the cognizant Staff separately. They
apply to the specification of scenarios to be considered in
repository performance assessment. These comments are included
in this report as Attachment N.
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5. Geochemistry--

a. After discussion with DOE/RL (Goldberg) early in September as
to whether or not I had received the iodine 129 data requested in
the past, I pursued with the BWIP personnel the request we had
made in June, 1985 (Attachment 0). DOE/RL noted that actions had
been initiated, however, because of difficulties in retrieving
the desired information from PNL and other contractor
participants the action was discontinued. Attachment R is
pertinent to the activities recommended by RHO (BWIP) to obtain
the desired data in response to the NRC request.

Following the conversation cited with Congressman Dingell's
committee member, summarized in the miscellaneous comments below,
I was given the RHO letter, which is enclosed as Attachment S.
On September 19, 1986 I formally requested an official copy of
the letter and the data, however, as yet, DOE/RL has not released
it. Since the data is important, indicating iodine 129 in other
deep aquifers down to the mid Wanupum basalts, I am forwarding it
prior to its official release by DOE.

DOE/RL is continuing to pursue the retrieval of the pertinent
data base form PNL during the week of September 28, 1986.

6. Site/Environmental--

a. During the period a panel of experts met in Richland to
evaluate environmental data concerning radio isotope releases
from the Hanford facilities, starting in the mid 19401s. This
panel concluded that it was likely that there were significant
health effects on the public workers, and military personnel that
heretofore have not been identified. As a result the panel
recommended additional investigations to ascertain the probable
.health effects.

Their conclusions were based in part on the testimony of experts
and the public provided in public hearings. One Washington State
representative stated that estimates of exposure to a maximum
individual in 1945 indicate that a dose of about 2300 REM to the
thyroid gland could have occurred as a result of radioactive
iodine 131 emissions.

Handouts and reports for the panel deliberations were forwarded
separately to the Staff. Attachment M is the Panel's preliminary
recommendations.

The evaluations and collection of additional data which may
result from actions recommended would appear to be useful in
compilation of environmental data and effects analyses associated
with repository licensing evaluations. For example, modeling
which may be developed to quantify public exposure should be
applicable to repository release evaluations.
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7. Hydrology--

a. DOE/RL has decided that radioactive tracer tests previously
considered for DC-23 will not be performed. This was confirmed
in a conversation between the Staff (Weber) and DOE/RL.

b. Plans for drilling additional hydrologic bore holes are not
complete. A recommendation from RHO to DOE/RL concerning
start-up of drilling for DC24 and DC25 will be returned to RHO
for further consideration. I was informed that the basis for the
recommendation could not be determined, and evidence of its
quality was not contained by the package submitted to DOE/RL.

I have requested the packages submitted by RHO including an early
draft completed about September 1, 1986 which contained technical
justification for hydrologic testing. To date DOE has not
released these items. They include pertinent information
regarding the current position of RHO and should reflect much of
the strategy contained in the pertinent planning chapters of the
SCP.

-c. In recent discussions with DOE/RL I indicated that
configuration management principles applied to this design task
would appear warranted to assure the quality necessary for this
critical design product. I referred DOE to my comments
concerning design control measures in Attachment 6 and the
possibility of drawing from the DOD's practices for computer
software development configuration management discussed in
Attachment L.

d. The item concerning the newly provided iodine 129 data,
discussed under the geochemistry items above, is pertinent to
hydrologic issues.

8. Quality Assurance--

a. During the period I reviewed the Staff's QA Review Plan which
is in the process of being revised. My comments, which reflect
recommended changes and clarifications, stem from issues I have
come across in connection with my BWIP reviews and audit
observations. They are included as Attachment S. These comments
have been discussed with various DOE/RL and RHO personnel and NRC -
Staff working on the revision. (I noted to DOE that they
represent my observations and should not be considered to
represent final NRC Staff, positions.)

b. One item addressed in the comments of Attachment G deals with
application of configuration management to design information,
including design not directly associated with hardware
configuration. The techniques associated with this part of
configuration management may be different from the techniques
applied to hardware configuration management even though the
principles of management are the same. DOE orders which specify
configuration management, for example, draft order 4700, do not
apply to all phases of design, particularly the R&D phase. In
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addition I know of no other orders that require the configuration
management intended by the review plan based on my discussions
with Staff.

In response to a question posed by NRC Staff (Bilhorn) in a
recent telecon, as suggested above there appears to be no
recognition of this area of Staff concern at BWIP. There are
aspects of the BWIP Information Resource Management Plan being
developed that address configuration management principles for
design information at some stages of design. However, I believe
BWIP plans at this stage do not reflect the comprehensive
coverage intended by Staff for all phases of design.
Incorporation of my comments on the review plan relative to
control of design records and configuration management should
help resolve this item.

DOE/RL comments on the NRC Review Plan have been prepared and may
be of value in conjunction with DOE Hdqs. comments in formulating
revision of the plan. These DOE/RL comments are enclosed as
Attachment H.

C. Finally, Attachment L indicates that the DOD has a well
developed program for configuration management for computer
software. Many of the requirements would appear to apply to the
development of software for repository applications. In addition
provisions may be applicable to the general issue of R&D and
design procedure development that is not in the form of a
computer program. I recommend that Staff investigate this source
of ideas and requirements for incorporation into the QA review
plan.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

a. I attended the quarterly meeting of DOE, States and Indians
in Portland in August, 1986. Comments on this meeting were
forwarded over the phone to cognizant Staff. A significant item
was the Yakima Indian Nation representative's discussion of the
trust status of Government agencies relative to Indian peoples.
Attachment 0 was provided to me to further identify the legal
judgements regarding this trust status.

b. I participated in a meeting among NRC Staff and DOE/RL
personnel on August 4, 1986. The minutes of this meeting are
Attachment P to this report. Various agreements reached in this
meeting regarding actions to be taken remain unresolved. For
example, Item 10 of the AGREEMENTS of Attachment P regarding
scheduling the next management meeting was still unresolved as of
the end of September. NRC Staff (Hildenbrand) has repeatedly
attempted to determine a meeting date with DOE/RL (Mecca) to no
avail. Other commitments in this report should be reviewed by
Staff to assure resolution has been achieved.
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c. I was called by a staff member (L. Russell) of Congressman
Dingell's committee which oversees DOE and NRC activities. She
was interested in what I knew about the existence of data on the
levels of iodine 129 in the groundwater around Hanford. I noted
that believed I 129 monitoring had been conducted on and off the
Hanford reservation by various parties including PNL (BNWL) and
the operators of the facilities. I noted that data which was not
finalized in reports, but only existed in data files, indicated
levels of I 129 in confined aquifers. I noted the low levels
which were detected. I pointed out that data existed indicating
I 129 in wells to the east of Hanford across the river. I
described the data collection activities in the past as I
believed to be the case. Upon her request I indicated actions
that DOE/RL, PNL and RHO have taken since I have been assigned to
the site to both release and hold the data.

I noted that NRC had requested the I 129 data as well as other
data on other radiological isotopes in the groundwater in a
letter to DOE in June of 1985. I noted that we had not received
the information requested as yet. I indicated that I did not
understand the reasons why the information was not released,
however, it appeared to be associated with a belief at PNL that
the information was classified or proprietary.

Ms. Russell indicated that Congressman Dingell had requested all
environmental I 129 data from DOE also, both classified and
unclassified, and that they had not received the information
either.

She asked me if I knew of people who would have a first hand
knowledge of the situation at Hanford regarding the data and why
DOE might not want to release it. I told her I did. She asked
me for a name. I said I could not tell her the names. She
understood my reason which was to protect the person(s). She
asked me to ask the person(s) if they would call her to discuss
the issue. I told her that I would and I did.

F. Robert Cook,
Senior On-Site Licensing
Representative,
Basalt Waste Isolation
Project (BWIP)

See next page for distribution.
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